Andrea Fehr

R.R.2 Box 286, 6105 Road 26W
Morden, Manitoba
R6M 2A1
(204) 362-2251

Email: pillowmemories@gmail.com
Date: ______________________________
Name: ________________________________________ Phone: _______________________________________
Address: ______________________________________ Email: ________________________________________
Mobile Phone:* _________________________________
*Please add your mobile number if you are permitting me to text you (i.e. questions, photos, updates). If not, leave blank and we
will communicate through email.

I would prefer to be contacted by: ⃝ Phone ⃝ Text

⃝ Email (please check one)

OPTION 1:
Pillows
Sizing of pillows depends greatly on the sizes of shirts. Typically sizes Large – X-large are 18” pillows and Small – Medium
will be 16” pillows. Please order your pillow size accordingly.
Qty: _______ Shirts (16” pillows) $35.00 each
Qty: _______ Shirts (18” pillows) $40.00 each
Qty: _______ Embroidered Patch (optional) $15.00 each (I will contact you to discuss wording and placement)
OPTION 2:
T-shirt Blanket (adult shirts) (kids sizes can be discussed)
I have _______ Shirts size Med-Large I have _______ Shirts size X-Large-XXL
Size depends on how many shirts you have and sizes of shirts. A lap size blanket (approx. 4ft x 5ft) uses about 15 MedLarge shirts.
Style (please choose one)
⃝ Collage Style (random placement of T-shirts according to graphics and size)… $12 per shirt (minimum fee $150.00)
⃝ Uniform Block Style (All T-shirts cut to the same uniform size)…………………….. $12 per shirt (minimum fee $150.00)
⃝ Uniform Block Style with Sashing* ……………………………………………………………….. $15 per shirt (minimum fee $195.00)
*Sashing fabric to be discussed and priced according to how much fabric is needed.
Backing (please choose one)
⃝ Fireside or Fleece Fabric (cost $75.00)*
*Price may vary depending on size of blanket and yardage of fabric used.

⃝ Use backs of T-shirts (cost $100.00)

Layers (Batting & Quilting)
A typical 2 layer blanket is already quite heavy so before choosing any extra layer options, please keep that in mind.
Batting (please choose one)
⃝ NO batting & Quilting
⃝ 80% Cotton Batting & Edge to Edge Longarm Quilting (cost $200)* Includes binding to finish outer edge.
*Note: Additional charges may apply for blankets larger than 60 inches width or length.
EXTRA DETAILS:
Date Requested
Leave blank if there is no deadline. Email or text me for availability if the date requested is within 30 days.
________________________
Message:
Please include any information that you would like to share with me about your shirts and/or recipient. Feel free to ask
any questions you have. I will use this information to best help you when I reply after receiving your shirts.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
All measures will be taken to provide a quality product. Should minor issues arise they will be addressed. Issues
requiring substantial correction will be discussed and estimated before completion.
Before submitting your shirts, review the following:
⃝ Wash shirts, dry and fold ⃝ Press any shirts that are prone to wrinkling

Shirts can be dropped off, mailed to me, or if local (Morden/Winkler) we can arrange to meet for pick up.
I love to share projects on Social Media. Fill this out only if you are permitting me to share pictures of your pillows/blankets on Facebook
and/Instagram. If the item is a surprise gift, indicate the date after which I can share pictures ______________________________
⃝ Yes, Feel free to share and tag me
⃝ Yes, share but don’t tag me

___________________________

_____________________________

